
VINCENNES [L-H] - 10 December 
Race 1 - PRIX EDNA -  2700m WALK-UP E65 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. GYS - Has already won and placed from three starts this campaign. Can improve further and has 

each way claims now.  

2. GRECO D'OCCAGNES - 2.25L second at Maure De Bretagne latest. Has an honest record for this 

driver and clearly in good form at present so looks easy to fancy.  

3. GENERAL DE LOIRON - Uninspiring recent form figures and prefer to watch.  

4. GREATMAN DE BUSSET - 1L second at Le Croise-Laroche on reappearance. This is only slightly 

tougher and should improve for that effort. Keep safe.  

5. GRIGRI BOY - Interesting on close second here two starts ago. Place likely best once more however. 

6. GADSEM - Has good record for this driver and not entirely ruled out despite modest recent form 

figures.  

7. GETING - Disappointing the last twice and needs to re-find form that saw him win earlier in the 

campaign.  

8. GROUND ZERO - 4L second at Le Croise Laroche last time. That was in a good race and rates highly 

now. Key player.  

9. GREGORIO - Nose winner at Machecoul two runs ago. That form is questionable however and then 

DQ upped to this grade since. Needs more.  

10. GAMIN D'HAUFOR - Not at best so far this campaign. Best form however would certainly give him 

a chance so interesting if stepping forwards.  

11. GIVE ME - Nose winner at Reims last time. This is a better race but likeable sort that should give 

bold showing.  

12. GRANADOS - Game 1.25L success at Cabourg first up. In the same grade but this looks a deeper 

contest. Expect another bold showing.  

13. GALETTO BELLO - Won two starts ago at Cherbourg and unfortunate not to go back to back when 

a nose second at Laval last time. Clearly thriving at present and should give another big performance.  

14. GOLD DU CALICE - Much better effort when beaten just a nose at Reims. Interesting if able to build 

upon that.  

15. GAMIN DE MAHEY - Interesting on best form but let down favourite backers latest and this is a 

better race.  

16. GAVROCHE D'IDEE - Consistent gelding. Sure to give usual running but needs things to fall right if 

he is to break through.  

Summary: GROUND ZERO (8) shaped extremely well when placing last time. Can improve upon that 
and looks the one they will all have to beat down in grade. GALETTO BELLO (13) was beaten a nose 
into second when last seen. Thriving at present and is worth holding safe. GRANADOS (12) has an 
honest profile. Improving all the time and won on reappearance. Big chance once more. GREATMAN 
DE BUSSET (4) was beaten 1L after a break. Solid each way claims given likely progression. GIVE ME 
(11) goes well without shoes and completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

GROUND ZERO (8) - GALETTO BELLO (13) - GRANADOS (12) - GREATMAN DE BUSSET (4) - 
GIVE ME (11)  



Race 2 - PRIX MENKALINAN -  2700m WALK-UP E18 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. IBISSA PRIOR - Promise on both runs so far. Will need to improve in better race now but certainly 

open to progression. Each way hope.  

2. IRIANE - Made promising start to her career but lost her way and happy to just watch until she shows 

more again.  

3. IN ACTION - 1L second at Cordemais on reappearance was highly promising. Open to further 

improvement and has top driver booked. Big chance.  

4. INDIE HAUFOR - DQ in similar contest last time and prefer to just watch following that.  

5. ISA DES LANDES - Interesting on 0.5L second at Vire but only mid-field in similar contest since. 

Place likely best here.  

6. IOKINA DE KERYANN - Won five starts ago but struggled since. Must bounce back now if she is to 

factor. 

7. ICONE DU GARDEN - 6L third at this track and trip last time. Return to this journey suits and each 

way backers are advised to look closely.  

8. ILE DESERTE - Preps have been modest and happy to oppose despite now running third up.  

9. IN RACE LORRAINE - Inconsistent filly. Won in this grade three starts ago but below that 

subsequently.  

10. IVORY MOON - Won at Graignes on reappearance but DQ here when sent off favourite for similar 

contest since. Worth giving another chance.  

11. IVANA DE PRETOT - 1.25L winner at Cabourg two starts ago reads well. Was sent off a mammoth 

price that day and has run disappointingly again since but certainly hard to entirely rule out here.  

12. ISIS DE ROSE - Generally struggling this campaign and looks an unlikely winner in current form. 

13. ILIADE MESLOISE - Ended last campaign winning in grade D company at Biarritz. Not at same 

level when only mid-field on reappearance but interesting if improving for that outing.  

14. IKITA DE CARSI - Consistent filly that has placed on five of ten career starts. Remains winless but 

has each way claims here bidding to change that.  

15. ISIS DE CHANGE - 1.25L third here when last seen. That was a good effort and can do better again. 

Keep safe.  

Summary: IN ACTION (3) ran 1L first up this campaign and should improve upon that now. The one to 
beat second up. IVORY MOON (10) has to be excused DQ latest but if doing so form reads very well. 
Big chance. ISIS DE CHANGE (15) placed at this journey when last seen. Easy to fancy following that. 
ICONE DU GARDEN (7) is progressing with each run this campaign. Each way player.  IBISSA PRIOR 
(1) with only two starts so far has demonstrated considerable ability. Potential threat to all here. 

Selections 

IN ACTION (3) - IVORY MOON (10) - ISIS DE CHANGE (15) - ICONE DU GARDEN (7) - IBISSA 
PRIOR (1)  



Race 3 - PRIX ELECTRA -  2850m WALK-UP C240 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €43,000. 

1. ESTIL D'OSTAL - Went clear for 4.75L success at Saint Brieuc last time. That was second victory in 

last three starts and should give another bold showing here.  

2. FAKIR STARDUST - Uninspiring recent form figures and prefer to just watch here.  

3. FAN DE VINCENNES - Better effort when a 4L third at Graignes last time but this requires more 

again. 

4. ECLAT DE SUN - 8L fourth at Bordeaux last time. Place likely best now.  

5. FANATIC FLASH - 0.5L second at Strasbourg latest. That was a fair run but this is a lot tougher and 

more is required.  

6. FLY DES ANDIERS - Struggling recently and needs to re-find form. 

7. EVEIL - Form figures only modest at present but driver booking catches the eye. Potential improver.  

8. FRAPPE FORT - Went away for 3.25L success at Marseille Borely. This is tougher but impressed 

that day and easy to fancy here.  

9. FRAGONARD DELO - Been well below best this campaign. Prefer to watch.  

10. FIFTY FIVE BOND - 0.5L second at this track and trip when last seen. That came in grade A contest 

so this represents a much easier task. Big chance.  

11. FLOWER BY MAGALOU - Run creditably on all three starts this campaign. Solid each way pick 

once more.  

12. FAITHFUL - Resumes after three and a half month break. Has won first up in the past so likely to 

be fit for this and has good record for this driver. Interesting.  

13. EAGLE MESLOIS - Won three starts ago but disappointing twice since. Needs to re-find form.  

14. FLAYA KALOUMA - Well beaten here in this grade last time. Needs more on that performance.  

Summary: FIFTY FIVE BOND (10) sets a clear form standard on latest close second. Dropped in grade 
for this and will prove hard to beat. ESTIL D'OSTAL (1) was an impressive wide margin winner last time. 
This is tougher but easy to fancy in current form. FRAPPE FORT (8) is progressing with racing this 
campaign and goes well barefoot. Won last time and should give another bold showing here. FLOWER 
BY MAGALOU (11) has each way claims amongst this field. EAGLE MESLOIS (13) goes well in this 
shoeing combination and may bounce back. 

Selections 

FIFTY FIVE BOND (10) - ESTIL D'OSTAL (1) - FRAPPE FORT (8) - FLOWER BY MAGALOU (11) - 
EAGLE MESLOIS (13)  



Race 4 - PRIX HERMANTARIA -  2850m WALK-UP D80 Monte. Purse EUR €37,000. 

1. GLAXO LEMAN - Long-standing maiden and looks unlikely to factor here.  

2. GO FOR BELLAY - Modest runs this campaign and will need to improve sharply if he is to factor.  

3. GONZALO DU BOSSU - In modest form this campaign and prefer to watch. 

4. GADJO SAUTREUIL - Best run so far this campaign when beaten 10L into fourth at Chartres latest. 

More required.  

5. GENERAL SLY - Won five starts ago but not been at same level since. Needs to bounce back. 

6. GUAPO MARBOULA - DQ on four of last six starts and hard to trust at present.  

7. GUERSLING ORANGE - Running consistently this campaign without troubling the judge. Similar 

showing anticipated.  

8. GRANIT MESLOIS - Won and placed four times in last five starts. Beaten 2.75L second here last 

time but can improve further. Keep safe.  

9. GRISBI DU PERSIL - Won three of last four starts. Upped in grade but easy to fancy once more.  

10. GUERRIER CASTELETS - Three consecutive DQ recently and happy to watch.  

11. GALOPIN DE MARTHE - Game 2.25L winner here when last seen. Has top driver booked and looks 

set to give another bold showing. 

12. GOUPIL D'ARDENNES - Made winning return and placed second up but then DQ latest. May 

bounce back.  

Summary: GALOPIN DE MARTHE (11) impressed when a 2.25L winner here latest. Sets the standard 
and will prove hard to beat. GRISBI DU PERSIL (9) has won three of last four starts. Should give another 
bold showing. GRANIT MESLOIS (8) is both talented and consistent. Looks sure to finish close up. 
GOUPIL D'ARDENNES (12) could be excused DQ latest but had won and placed on other starts this 
campaign. Potential threat. 

Selections 

GALOPIN DE MARTHE (11) - GRISBI DU PERSIL (9) - GRANIT MESLOIS (8) - GOUPIL 
D'ARDENNES (12)  



Race 5 - PRIX EURYNOME -  2200m WALK-UP E33 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. HOT STORY - Well beaten on reappearance and prefer to watch.  

2. HIEMOISE COQUINE - Has placed on last two starts. Likely vulnerable for win purposes but another 

place would not surprise.  

3. HOTESSE D'HAUFOR - Missed the placings here last time. Can progress further. 

4. HUMEUR DI PAO - 21 start maiden. Placed on last two starts and is hard to entirely rule out.  

5. HEATHER DU QUENNE - Looks for third consecutive victory. Particularly game effort when 1.25L 

victory at Cordemais last time. Big chance despite grade rise.  

6. HELITE D'HAUFOR - Impressive 3.75L winner at Laval two starts ago but DQ on either side of that 

effort make her hard to trust.  

7. HARLEY GEMA - Only had 10 runs so far but already won three times and placed a further three 

times.  

8. HYPER SEXY - 1.75L second at Laval last time. Goes bare-foot and may be able to improve again. 

Interesting.  

9. HALMA D'AMER - Placed on three of four starts for this driver. Barefoot and looks a runner of interest.  

10. HEROINE DES LANDES - Mid-field in this grade latest and needs to improve upon that form to 

trouble the principles. 

11. HILLONA DE NESLE - 1L second at Chartres when last seen. Good effort. 

12. HONFLEUR DE LINE - Held rivals for 1L success at La Capelle last time and easy to fancy.  

13. HAVANA DU CAMPDOS - Won three starts ago but only mid-field twice since. Needs further 

progression.  

14. HILDA DU GERS - Mid-field in similar contest last time. Expect a similar showing.  

15. HIRONDELLE D'AVEZE - 3L second at Caen last time. Faces tougher competition.  

16. HERBIERE - Recent DQ can be ignored. Threat to all if finding the finish.  

Summary: HEATHER DU QUENNE (5) found success in three of last five starts including the last twice. 
Will take beating in this field. HARLEY GEMA (7) is improving with every run. Won last time and can do 
better again. Keep safe. HONFLEUR DE LINE (12) looks for third consecutive victory. Thriving at 
present and easy to fancy. HERBIERE (16) has to be excused DQ latest but in good form prior. Each 
way player. 

Selections 

HEATHER DU QUENNE (5) - HARLEY GEMA (7) - HONFLEUR DE LINE (12) - HERBIERE (16)  



Race 6 - PRIX HILDA -  2200m WALK-UP C85 E Monte. Purse EUR €38,000. 

1. BON TON GSO - Well beaten on only previous run for this trainer. Placing in Italy prior against easier 

competition. 

2. HALFA - Returned to form with impressive 6L success at this track. Jumps in grade but a potential 

threat to all with a similar performance.  

3. HIKITA KALOUMA - Consistent sort but does find it difficult to win. Place likely best in this field.  

4. HEDENE BESP - Won five starts ago but no better than mid-field since. Prefer to watch.  

5. HALMA VICI - Lost her way recently and needs to re-find form.  

6. HEROINE DU CITRUS - Won three of last four starts. Went clear for 5L success here last time and 

deserves try in better race.  

7. HUSHABYE - Placed on last two starts and looks ready to strike. Enjoys running here and is easy to 

fancy.  

8. HAIDA SAUTONNE - Went clear for 4L victory here last time. Improving with a big chance. 

9. HARLEY CHARENTAISE - Faces easier task than recent fifth in a G2. Each way chance.  

Summary: HEROINE DU CITRUS (6) is improving rapidly at present. Looks for third consecutive victory 
and will take the beating. HAIDA SAUTONNE (8) was an impressive 4L winner here last time. Rates 
well on that form and should give another bold showing. HALFA (2) steps up in grade following 
impressive track victory. Threat to all returning to these conditions. HARLEY CHARENTAISE (9) drops 
in grade having contested a G2 last time. Each way claims on best form. 

Selections 

HEROINE DU CITRUS (6) - HAIDA SAUTONNE (8) - HALFA (2) - HARLEY CHARENTAISE (9)  



Race 7 - PRIX HYPERION -  2850m WALK-UP B31 Harness. Purse EUR €36,000. 

1. JABALPUR - Improved with each start so far. 1.25L winner here when last seen and deserves try in 

better race. Shortlist.  

2. JOYEUX MESLOIS - Won three starts ago at Chartres and placed both runs since. Should remain in 

good form and hard to rule out despite grade rise.  

3. JORGOS DE GUEZ - DQ latest when sent off favourite for similar contest. Clearly felt capable of 

winning race of this nature but needs to bounce back. 

4. JOYAU DE MORTREE - Been finishing midfield. Similar showing anticipated.  

5. JOKER DES MOLLES - Placed on debut and progressed to score by 1.25L at Enghien in this grade. 

Can improve further. 

6. JOURDAM SEVEN - Impressive 2.25L winner two starts ago. Can be excused latest DQ and has a 

progressive profile generally. Keep safe.  

7. JUST FOR LOVA - Talented and consistent colt. 1.75L third at this venue last time and can progress 

again. Solid each way pick.  

8. JASMIN MERITE - 1.25L winner here when last seen. Improving all the time and likely to give another 

bold showing.  

9. JUBILE PRIOR - Struggled in a G3 contest last time but drops back in grade and should do better. 

Threat to all.  

Summary: JOKER DES MOLLES (5) has won and placed from two starts. Looks a smart prospect and 
will take the beating. JASMIN MERITE (8) scored at this track when last seen. Rates highly if replicating 
and should go close once more. JUBILE PRIOR (9) is a consistent sort. Faces easier task than G3 
contested last time and can do better. Keep safe. JUST FOR LOVA (7) could be a solid each way choice. 

Selections 

JOKER DES MOLLES (5) - JASMIN MERITE (8) - JUBILE PRIOR (9) - JUST FOR LOVA (7) 

  

 


